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Lab Objectives
Upon completion of this lab, you will …
•
•
•

Understand Simulink basics by creating & simulating a basic video processing
model
Understand the modeling process and model architecture by identifying and
creating a library of system components
Understand video stabilization and explore various algorithmic trade-offs for
implementation

Understanding the Lab Structure
Each experiment is designed to address one of the above objectives. As such, each
section contains the objective, a problem description, and a procedure. The procedure has
been broken down into tasks, questions, how-to details, and general tips for future and
immediate reference.

Lab Setup
This lab will require the following software and hardware setups.
Software
The software requirements for this lab are:
• WindowsXP
• The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink R2008a
o Video and Image Processing Toolbox and Blockset
o Signal Processing Toolbox and Blockset
Hardware
The hardware required for this lab is:
• Computer with 1 GB RAM
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Experiment 1: Simulink Basics
Objective:
We will explore and learn about the basics of Simulink through a simple pattern matching
exercise.
Problem Description:
Pattern matching can be used to recognize and/or locate specific objects in an image.
There are several techniques that can be utilized, one of which is 2-D correlation.
Correlation provides a direct measure of the similarity between two images. Though
sensitive to the scaling or rotation of objects, normalized correlation is robust to changes
in lighting and pixel intensity.
In this example, we will find and indicate the location of a car in each video frame
through use of 2-D correlation. The index of the maximum correlation value is the
location for the best match of a template. We can use this location to draw a rectangle in
the image annotating where the best match can be found.
Procedure:
1. Explore the Simulink User Interface
• The Library Browser
• The Model Window
2. Constructing a model
• Adding blocks to a model
• Defining block parameters
• Connecting blocks
• Labeling blocks and signals
3. Simulating a model
• Adding signal viewers & logging data
• Setting model configuration parameters
• Simulation
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Explore the Simulink User Interface
Tasks:
• Start Simulink & open the library browser
• Open a new model window, explore the toolbar & options

Details:
Start Simulink and Open the Library Browser
To start Simulink and open the Simulink Library Browser: Enter simulink in the
MATLAB Command Window. The Simulink Library Browser opens (Figure 1).

Action

Note: You can also start Simulink by:
in the MATLAB toolbar
• Clicking the Simulink icon
• Clicking the MATLAB Start button, then selecting Simulink Æ Library Browser

Block Search
Blockset

Block
Library

Block Description
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Questions:
1. In which Blockset/Library would you find a block to perform the Sum of
Absolute Differences (SAD) method on 2 input images? (Hint: Search for SAD)

2. What is the equation for the 2-D discrete SAD? (Hint: View the block help)

3. What are the default parameters for the block? (Hint: Double-Click block)
Output: {SAD Values | Minimum SAD value index}
Search Method: {Exhaustive | Three-Step}
Use ROI for input I: {Checked | Unchecked}
Output NxN of SAD values around minimum: {Checked | Unchecked}
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Open a new model window, explore the toolbar & options
Action

To open a new model window, select File Æ New Æ Model in the Simulink Library
Browser. The software opens an empty model window (Figure 2).

Note: The model window contains the block diagram of the model. You build models
by arranging blocks logically, setting the parameters for each block, and then
connecting the blocks with signal lines. Additionally, the model window allows you
to:
• Set configuration parameters for the model, including the start and stop
time, type of solver to use, and data import/export settings.
• Start and stop simulation of the model.
• Save the model.
• Print the block diagram
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Questions:
1. How long will a default simulation run (Hint: Use the mouse to hover over the
toolbar for descriptions)?

2. What are the different simulation modes available for a Simulink model?

3. How do you save, open, and simulate an existing model?

General Tips
• You can view the blocks in a library by selecting the library name on the left side
of the Library Browser, or by double-clicking the library.
• When you select a block, a description of that block appears at the bottom of the
browser.
• For more information on a block, select the block, then select Help Æ Help on
the Selected Block to display the help page for the block.
• You can view the parameters for a block by right-clicking the block, then
selecting Block Parameters.
• You can search for a specific block by entering the name of the block in the block
search field, then clicking the Find block icon
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Constructing a Model
Tasks:
• Copy and arrange blocks from the library browser in a model
• Define the individual block parameters
• Connect the blocks
• Document the model

Details:
Copy and arrange blocks from the library browser in a model
Action

To construct a model, copy blocks from the Simulink Library Browser to the model
window. For our pattern matching example, you will need the following blocks:

Block

Library

Quantity

From Multimedia File

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Sources

1

Image From File

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Sources

1

Image Data Type
Conversion

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Conversions

1

2-D Correlation

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Statistics

1

Maximum

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Statistics

1

Draw Shapes

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Text &
Graphics

1

Video Viewer

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Sinks

1

Data Type Conversion

Simulink > Signal Attributes

1

Constant

Simulink > Sources

1

Mux

Simulink > Signal Routing

1
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Action

Position the blocks as shown in the following figure:

Figure 1: Pattern Matching Block Layout

Action

Define the individual block parameters
To set the parameters for each of the blocks,
• Double-click the block to bring up the Block Parameters dialog box.
• Replace each relevant field with a proper value or selection.
• Click the OK button.

The following are settings for each of the blocks in our pattern matching example.
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For our model, we wish to use the shaky_car.avi video (in solutions directory) and
output as an Intensity image. Color information is not used for this method of pattern
matching.

Step 1

Step 2

Action

Use the Image From File block to import an image of the car target, which is the
object to locate. Set the File name to car_target.png (located in the solutions
directory) and the Output data type single (Hint: The Output data type is controlled in
the Data Types pane).
Note: The Image From File Block supports the same image formats as imread
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Use the 2-D Correlation block to determine the portion of each video frame that best
matches the image of the car target. For pattern matching, we only want to support
regions in the correlation where the template and the image completely overlap.
Note: The Valid setting for the Output size parameter causes the block to output only
those parts of the correlation that are computed without the zero-padded edges of
any input.

Step 1
Step 2
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Use the Maximum block to find the index of the maximum value in each input
matrix. Set the Mode parameter to Index.
Note: The block outputs the zero-based location of the maximum value as a twoelement vector of 32-bit unsigned integers at the Idx port

Action
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Use the Data Type Conversion block to change the index values from 32-bit unsigned
integers to single-precision floating-point values.

Action
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Use the Constant block to define the size of the template image as shown.

Action

Use the Mux block to concatenate the location of the maximum value and the size of
the template image into a single vector. This vector defines a rectangular region of
interest (ROI) that can be used by the Draw Shapes block.
Note: The Video and Image Processing Blockset defines an ROI as a four-element
vector of integer values, [r c height width], where r and c are the row and
column coordinates of the upper-left corner of the area, and height and width
represent the height (in rows) and width (in columns) of the area.
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Use the Draw Shapes block to draw a rectangle around the portion of each video
frame that best matches the image of the car target.

Use the Video Viewer block to display the video stream with the ROI displayed on it.
Note: The Video Viewer block automatically displays the video in the Video Viewer
window when you run the model. Because the image is represented by singleprecision floating-point values, a value of 0 corresponds to black and a value of 1
corresponds to white.

Questions:
1. How do you rotate or flip blocks after placement?

2. How can you find a reference for the parameters in the block dialogs?
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Connect the blocks
In Simulink, you can connect blocks by selecting the output port of the source block,
and then left-click and drag a line to the destination block. Additionally, you can right
click on a signal line to create a branch node.
Action

Connect the blocks as shown in the following figure:

Tips:

Questions:
1. Did you receive any tips while wiring the diagram? What if any were they?

2. What are some of the port/signal displays? Block displays?
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Document the model
Action

Label the Video Viewer block with a more meaningful name as well as add names to
our signal lines to help describe the flow of data. An example name is "Detected
Target"

To rename a block, click the block label and edit. When the label editing mode is
active, the label text box appears with a blinking cursor. If you type in a duplicate
name, a warning message pops up and the label is automatically changed to resolve
the conflict.
Note: In Simulink, every block has a default name. If you have more than a single copy of a
block of the same type, the block labels for the second and subsequently added copies are
automatically appended with a number. For instance, if you have two Gain blocks, the first
one is labeled Gain by default while the second one is labeled Gain1. This difference is
because the label of each block must be unique. (Having two or more blocks with the same
name is illegal in a Simulink diagram.)

To label a signal,
•
•

Double-click the signal. This brings up a label text box adjacent to the
signal with a blinking cursor.
Enter the label in the active text box.

Note: After you provide a signal with a label, all its branches inherit the same label. You
can display the labels on all branches by double-clicking them. You can move a signal label
along the signal line or from one branch to the other. However, note that signal labels can
only be positioned adjacent to the corresponding signal lines.
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Questions:
1. What happens when you double-click in a blank area of the model?

2. After renaming the Video Viewer, how did the title on the viewer window
change?

3. How can we add additional information to your model to help document its
behavior and revision control? (Hint: search for model info in the Library
Browser)

General Tips:
• You can replicate blocks by right clicking and dragging in the model.
• To rotate blocks you can use Ctrl+R. To flip blocks, you can use Ctrl+I.
• You can find a block description at the top of the Block Parameters dialog box.
For help on each field or option in the dialog box, go to the documentation for the
block by clicking the Help button.
• In general, a Block Parameters dialog box contains check boxes, menu options,
and/or edit fields. In an edit field, you can enter a MATLAB expression. The
expression can reference variables that are defined in the MATLAB workspace.
• Certain blocks display their parameters on the block icons, provided that the icons
are large enough. The Constant block is an example.
• To edit an existing signal label, click the label to reactivate the label text box.
• Additional block displays are available by selecting the block and then FormatÆ
Port/Signal Displays or Format Æ Block Displays
• Single and double precision simulations may run faster unless one of the
accelerator modes is used for simulation.
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Simulating a model
Tasks:
• Adding signal viewers & logging data
• Setting model configuration parameters
• Simulation

Details:
Adding signal viewers & logging data
Action

Add an MPlay signal viewer to the signal output of the 2-D correlation block.
To create an MPlay viewer and attach it to the currently selected signal, Right Click,
to access the signal’s context menu.
Select Create & Connect Viewer Æ Video and Image Processing Æ MPlay.

Note: You can also create an MPlay viewer by typing mplay at the MATLAB
prompt. The floating display can be attached to a Simulink signal with the
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Action

To log simulation data for post analysis, we can add a signal logging probe to a
selected signal line. To log the output of the Maximum block, Right click the signal
line, select Signal Properties from the context menu. Simulink displays a dialog to
modify the signal settings.
Check the Log signal data box, provide a signal name, and determine the amount of
data to log.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 1

Questions:
1. What function do the selected buttons perform in the below MPlay GUI toolbar?
(Hint: Help Æ MPlay Help)

2. How can you change the colormap and display range for the MPlay Viewer?
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Setting model configuration parameters
You can modify the solver and other settings by opening the Configuration dialog
box and selecting Configuration Parameters from the Simulation menu. Set the
parameters as follows:

Step 1

Step 2

Note: In most video and image processing applications, the default settings are
adequate for simulation and Simulink will default to the correct behavior with a
warning at the MATLAB prompt.
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Simulation
Action

Before simulation, you should save your model.

Action

To simulate, press the play button (Figure 13) or use the play button from the MPlay
viewer.
The video is displayed in the Video Viewer window and a rectangular box appears
around the car. As the video plays, you can watch the rectangular ROI follow the car
as it moves.

Action

Questions:
1. What happens to the result of the video at 3.65 sec? (Hint: use the MPlay single
step capability and/or stop time and look at the 2-D correlation results)

2. If we replace the 2-D Correlation and Maximum blocks with a SAD block, what
is the result?

3. How else can we improve the result of the pattern matching?
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General Tips:
• To view the video at its true size, right-click the window and select Set Display
To True Size.
• To automatically configure a number of Simulink environment parameters with
settings appropriate for a typical signal processing project, you can type
dspstartup at the MATLAB command prompt. This will configure any new
models you create.
• The MPlay GUI can single step a Simulink model and export images to imtool
• Data logging should be limited in size to avoid out of memory errors with large
amounts of data.
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This concludes Experiment 1
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Experiment 2: Understanding Video Stabilization
Objective:
We will learn the basics of video stabilization and explore various algorithmic trade-offs
for implementation

Problem Description:
Video stabilization is the removal of camera motion effects from a video stream. The
basic concept is that in each video frame, the algorithm determines how much the target
frame has moved relative to the previous frame. It then uses this information to remove
unwanted camera motion and generate a stabilized video. The typical stabilization system
has 3 components:
•
•
•

Motion Estimation
State Update / Accumulate
Motion Compensation

We would like to evaluate different stabilization methods with this framework to
determine which method is most appropriate for our application. The choice of method
depends upon accuracy, processing speed and memory, type of motion, design timeline,
ease of implementation… etc.
We are looking to evaluate 2 different stabilization methods. The first method performs
pattern matching with sum of absolute differences (SAD) to estimate motion, corrects
translational effects through interpolation, and finally updates a dynamic template. The
second method calculates matching feature points between frames, and in an iterative
manner, estimates the geometric transformation that describes the frame motion. The
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motion is then corrected with a projective warping and the transformation matrix is
accumulated for the next calculation.
Procedure:
1. Prototype a stabilization algorithm with SAD
• Calculate the initial target template
• Perform pattern matching
• Calculate relative motion
• Compensate for motion
• Update Template
2. Evaluate alternative stabilization algorithms
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Prototype a stabilization algorithm with SAD
Tasks:
• Perform pattern matching with SAD
• Calculate relative motion
• Compensate for motion
• Update Template

Details:
Perform pattern matching with SAD
Action

Note: Before continuing, disconnect and delete all MPlay viewer blocks.

Modify the 2-D Correlation model to use the minimum SAD index.
Action

In order to find the minimum SAD value index, there are many possible methods. The
most common is an Exhaustive search, which searches the two input matrices for the
minimum difference pixel-by-pixel. This process is computationally expensive.
Other, sub-optimal search methods exist, such as the three-step search and diamond
search. As a quick example, the three-step method, searches the two input matrices
for the minimum difference using a steadily decreasing step size. The block begins
with a step size approximately equal to half the maximum search range. In each step,
the block compares the central point of the search region to eight search points
located on the boundaries of the region and moves the central point to the search
point whose values is the closest to that of the central point. The block then reduces
the step size by half, and begins the process again. This option is less computationally
expensive than exhaustive searching, but it might not find the optimal solution.
The SAD algorithm can be interchanged with the 2-D correlation and maximum
blocks as pictured below.

Block Library
SAD

Quantity

Video and Image Processing > Analysis & Enhancement 1
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Calculate relative motion
To use the pattern matching result as a motion estimate, we need to subtract the
original position of the template and add a bias to resolve one-based / zero-based
indexing.

Action

To find the initial target template in the first video frame, we can use the index from
the SAD block for the first frame. This value can be displayed interactively by adding
an MPlay viewer to the From Multimedia File signal output and a display block for
the SAD index.
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Connect MPlay Here
Step 1

With the MPlay viewer, we can single step to look at the first frame of video.

Step 2

Note: The index in the display block after single stepping the model is [96 109].
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Action

The relative motion calculation can be done with Simulink blocks or using an
Embedded MATLAB block. The Embedded MATLAB block can be found in the
Simulink > User-Defined Functions library.

Step 1

Step 2

Questions:
1. What is the location and size of initial target template?

2. What is the precision in pixels to which we can estimate motion with the SAD
method? Is there any way to improve the precision?
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Compensate for motion

Action

Motion Compensation for the SAD method is limited to horizontal and vertical
translations. To correct the motion, we need to translate the image in the reverse
direction of the relative motion (This is why we have a negative value for the
calculation). We can use the Translate block from the Video and Image Processing
Blockset > Geometric Transformations library to shift the image.
The model layout with motion compensation is as follows:

Action

The following parameters are used for the translate block:

Action
Action
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Note: The interpolation method, Nearest Neighbor, is adequate for translation in
this case, because the pixel resolution for traditional SAD is not capable of sub-pixel
accuracy.

Questions:
1. What types of interpolation are available for motion compensation?

2. What effect does interpolation have on the stabilization algorithm?

Update Template
Stabilization is a cumulative effect from the first frame and as we have prototyped it
thus far, we are dependant on a pre-defined template. Thus we need a way to
calculate an initial template and then to update that template dynamically because the
objects in the video frame can change or move.
One way to accomplish this is to update the template to be matched from the same
location in the stabilized image instead of the first frame. If we have done adequate
motion compensation, and the target has not moved too much, then the new template
should be similar to the original. However if the object moves too much, then we will
have a different template to stabilize from. This will provide better overall results and
coincides with the notion that the object of interest should be maintained in the center
of the image frame. The one negative to this implementation is that we may start to
introduce a drifting phenomenon for the stabilization.
Action

To implement this new algorithm change, we will need the following blocks:

Block

Action

Library

Quantity

Unit Delay Simulink > Discrete

1

Selector

Simulink > Signal Routing

1

IC

Simulink > Signal Attributes 1

We will also remove the Image From File block and the remaining visualization
blocks from the pattern matching.
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Action

Position the blocks as shown below:

The Unit Delay block properties should be set as shown:

Action
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The Selector block will be used to crop our image template with the parameters we
just measured.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 4

The parameters for the IC block are below:

Action
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Note: Open the SAD_Stabilize.mdl model in the solutions directory to see the same
model with more advanced displays.

The left image is the original with the template location overlaid as a white rectangle,
the updated template is displayed in the bottom right corner, and the frame to frame
offset is overlaid in text. The image on the right is the stabilized image with a black
border.
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Evaluate alternative stabilization algorithms
Tasks:
• Simulate RANSAC stabilization

Details:
Simulate RANSAC stabilization
Action

Open the ransac_stabilize.mdl model and simulate it. Note the results.
Note: The procedure for construction of the ransac_stabilize.mdl is available in
Appenix A for later reference.

Although more robust to different kinds of motion (rotation), we can see from the 2
simulations that the added benefit of the more complex algorithm may not warrant the
additional computation time. Also, the accumulation effect from the RANSAC
method has an interesting artifact due to estimation error and fluctuation in the first 4
elements of the matrix. Since the first 4 elements in the geometric transform matrix
effect scaling, if they are ever less than 1, over time our image will shrink. This is
further exaggerated due to the camera motion that is already in the plane from the
moving vehicle and as such we can watch the image shrink in size because the scaling
will never be greater than 1 to offset the shrinking. If we were to choose this method,
we will be required to ignore the scaling or somehow compensate for it. Additionally,
with fixed-point quantization, this method may not be practical for implementation
without serious re-design.

Questions:
1. Which algorithm has better results overall? Is there a metric to compare the
results?

2. Which method is the most computationally intensive?

3. Which method is amenable to a hardware implementation? Why?
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This concludes Experiment 2
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Experiment 3: Model Architecture – Creating Re-usable System
Components
Objective:
Understand the modeling process and model architecture by identifying and creating a
library of system components

Problem Description:
As a Simulink model becomes larger, it becomes necessary to separate the model
components. Some of the reasons for breaking apart a Simulink model into components
are
•
•
•
•

Block diagram readability – Using components allows you to add hierarchy to
your Simulink block diagram.
Concurrent development – Allows you to have different people working on
different components separately.
Unit testing – Allows you to test components independently.
Component reusability – Multiple Simulink models can use the same component
multiple times.

You can break apart a Simulink model into separate components using one of the
following approaches
•
•
•

Subsystems
Libraries
Model references

Procedure:
1. Create subsystems with the SAD stabilization model
2. Parameterize the stabilization algorithm
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Create subsystems with the SAD stabilization model
Details:
Subsystems are a way to add hierarchy to your model and group functionally similar
blocks. This can make your model easier to navigate, read, and manage.
You can create subsystems in two ways:
•

From Existing Blocks
You can place a group of selected blocks into a subsystem automatically by
right-clicking one of the selected blocks and selecting Create Subsystem.

•

From the Simulink Library Browser
You can drag an empty Subsystem block into your model from the Ports &
Subsystems library.

Given the overall structure of a stabilization algorithm, we want to create subsystems
to resemble the following:
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Action

The Estimate Motion Subsystem can be created from the following blocks:

Action

The Motion Compensation Subsystem can be created from the following blocks:

Action

Finally, the Update Subsystem is created with the following blocks:

Once we have created the susbsytems, we can label the ports and clean up the wiring
so that it looks like the following model:
Note: The Goto / From blocks are a convenient way to draw a model so that signal
lines do not need to cross each other. They can be found in Simulink > Signal
Routing.
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Step 2

Step 1
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Parameterize the stabilization algorithm
Details:
There are many parameters we may wish to explore within our stabilization
algorithm. For example, what size template should we use and where should we put
the starting location? These parameters can drastically change the overall behavior of
algorithm, but in order to make these changes we need to change values in the model
for multiple blocks. Instead of requiring these values to be changed in multiple
places, we can instead reference variables that are created in the MATLAB
workspace.
Lets create parameters for the original target location (top left corner, zero based) and
also the template size we wish to work with. To do this, we simply create two
MATLAB variables:
Action

template_orig = [96 109];
template_size = [25 25];
template_orig is the starting location of the template, while template_size
is the size of the template we are matching.
Next, we modify the model to use these variables instead of the values we have used
previously.

The selector block inside the Motion Estimation subsystem should be modified:

Action
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Step 1

Step 2

The Embedded MATLAB block inside the Update subsystem should also be
modified:

Action

Step 4

Step 3
Step 2

Step 1

By modifying the Embedded MATLAB block with template_orig in the
function declaration, we need a way to tell the block to treat this as a parameter and
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not an input. To do this, update the block (ctrl + u) and then click on the icon circled
above. The ports and data manger opens.

Step 1

Select template_orig and modify the scope to be a Parameter.

Step 2

Step 3

Click Apply and close the dialog.
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Finally, we need to modify the constant inside of the Display subsystem to utilize the
new parameters:

Action

Step 1

The new value should be set to template_size, and the data type should be set to
single.

Action

We are now ready to simulate the model and verify that our results are correct.

Note: The final model can be viewed in the solutions directory as
SAD_Stabilize_params.mdl. This model uses a callback function to initialize the
parameters in the MATLAB workspace.
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This concludes Experiment 3
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This concludes Lab 1
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Appendix A – Constructing the alternative stabilization method for
comparison
Procedure:
1. Prototype the alternative stabilization method for comparison
• Calculate features in an image
• Find matching pairs
• Estimate the geometric transformation
• Apply the transformation
• Update and accumulate the transformation

Details:
This is a robust method used to find the transformation matrix which maps the
greatest number of point pairs between two images.
Note: A point pair refers to a point in the input image and its related point on the
image created using the transformation matrix.
The underlying algorithm is a 2 step procedure. First, we need to find some matching
point pairs between our 2 images. The minimum number of point pairs required
depends upon the transformation matrix we want to calculate. For example, 3
common transformations are as follows:
•

Nonreflective similarity transformation supports translation, rotation, and
isotropic scaling. It has four degrees of freedom and requires two pairs of
points.

•

Affine transformation supports nonisotropic scaling in addition to all
transformations that the nonreflective similarity transformation supports. It
has six degrees of freedom that can be determined from three pairs of noncollinear points.

•

Projective transformation supports tilting in addition to all transformations
that the affine transformation supports. The transformation can be determined
with four pairs of non-collinear points.

Common features used between images are structural corners. Matching corners can
be determined through normalized correlation of a surrounding neighborhood. This
will give us point pairs.
The second step in the process is to take the matching locations and calculate the
transformation matrix. This can be done with a least squares method and all the
points, but instead we use an iterative method to eliminate outlier point pairs. This
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iterative method is called RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC). The idea is to
calculate more than enough matching point pairs for our desired transformation
matrix and then we randomly sample the number of required points to calculate the
transformation. This transformation is then applied to all the points and we note the
error between the transformed points and their corresponding matches. We then
perform the random sampling and other steps as described above. Based on the error
metric this time however, we note points that may be outliers and refine the
transformation matrix. This continues until we reach a desired confidence interval for
our transformation matrix.
The final result of this method is a refined transformation matrix that best fits all of
the non-outlier point pairs. As such, this algorithm may provide the most accurate
results for stabilization as well as the ability to correct motion beyond translation.
To better understand this method, we will need the following blocks:
Block

Library

Quantity

From Multimedia File

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Sources

1

Corner Detection

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Analysis &
Enhancement

1

Video Viewer

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Sinks

1

Projective Transformation

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Geometric
Transformations

1

Estimate Geometric
Transformation

Video and Image Processing Blockset > Geometric
Transformations

1

Embedded MATLAB

Simulink > User-Defined Functions

2

Unit Delay

Simulink > Discrete

3

Data Type Conversion

Simulink > Signal Attributes

2
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Calculate features in an image
Common features used between images are structural corners. A pixel is a possible
corner if it has either, contiguous valid bright surrounding pixels, or contiguous dark
surrounding pixels. We can use a Local intensity computation or another corner
detection method with the Video and Image Processing > Analysis &
Enhancement > Corner Detection.

Attach the corner detection block to the From Multimedia File block.
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The Corner Detection block has the following properties

Find matching point pairs
Matches for corners can be determined through normalized correlation of the
surrounding neighborhoods for each corner. This is adequate for matching, because
we only need an initial guess to the best match, when we use the iterative method to
determine outliers. The correlation is a custom algorithm that can be implemented
with Embedded MATLAB, a custom C-Code block, or a combination of Simulink
blocks.
For this exercise we will import the custom c-code defined in the directory:
../solutions/correlationMatch
Simulink has a built-in capability to import custom or legacy code via The Legacy
Code Tool. The tool enables you to call the custom external function from within the
simulation and in the generated code.
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Navigate MATLAB to the ./solutions/correlationMatch directory.
Open the lct.m file which contains the MATLAB commands to perform the steps
shown in the diagram above.
Run the MATLAB script and a new model, block, and
correlationMatch_block.mexw32 file will be created.
Copy the correlationMatch_block.mexw32 file to the working directory where the
stabilization model is being created (./solutions).
Add the generated block to the Simulink model, with unit delays to compare to the
previous image results:

The unit delay blocks have the following properties:
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Estimate the geometric transformation

Attach the estimate geometric transform block as shown below:

The Estimate Geometric Transform block has the following properties
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Apply the transformation
The most important aspect of applying the transformation is the interpolation method
chosen. If you compensate for motion using nearest neighbor interpolation, the block
uses the value of the nearest pixel for the new pixel value. If you warp your image
with a bilinear interpolation, the new pixel value is the weighted average of the four
nearest pixel values. Finally, for the bicubic method, the new pixel value is the
weighted average of the sixteen nearest pixel values.
The number of pixels the block considers affects the complexity of the computation.
Therefore, the nearest-neighbor interpolation is the most computationally efficient.
However, because the accuracy of the method is roughly proportional to the number
of pixels considered, the bicubic method is the most accurate.
For the SAD algorithm, the precision is limited to a single pixel, therefore we utilize
nearest neighbor for our interpolation. However, the RANSAC method has sub-pixel
accuracy, therefore we can choose bilinear or bicubic interpolation methods to
improve our results.
The RANSAC algorithm results in a geometric transform matrix, which defines 6
types of motion. We can compensate for all, or modify the result to compensate for
less.

To apply the geometric transform, we can use the Projective Transformation block in
Video and Image Processing > Geometric Transformations.
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Wire the block as shown below:

The block properties are as follows
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To use the projective transform warping, we need to calculate the Quadrilateral
vertices of the resulting image. This can be done with Embedded MATLAB as
follows:
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Update and accumulate the transformation
In order to accumulate the effect of motion from frame-to-frame, we need to perform
a matrix multiply with the previous geometric transformation matrix. This new matrix
can be applied to compensate for motion. We could also use the geometric transform
to warp the original corner points, and then perform a similar feedback operation as
done with the SAD stabilization; however it will require more overall computation to
calculate the new position of 75 points as opposed to a simple 3x3 matrix multiply.
The constructed model below utilizes the second Embedded MATLAB block for the
matrix multiplication so that the computation can be computed directly and save
operations.
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Finally, add a Video display block and simulate the results.
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Appendix B - Model Architecture cont.
Procedure:
1. Create a library to manage components
2. Add a configurable subsystem to the library
3. Mask the stabilization algorithm
• Create a mask
• Create dialog parameters
• Add an icon
• Add documentation
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Create a Library to manage components
Details:
You should use libraries in the following cases:
•
•

Share components that may be reused multiple times.
Store components in a separate file (provides natural interface
to revision control tools, and enables concurrent development)
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Add a configurable subsystem to the library
Details:
Sometimes you may have several different subsystems that can perform the same
function at the same point in your diagram (for example, several motion estimation
algorithms). If you frequently need to switch between those, you can create a
configurable subsystem.
To do this, drag a Configurable Subsystem block (from Signals and Systems) into the
library. Double-click the configurable subsystem, and select the blocks you want to
be able to toggle between. Then copy the configurable subsystem (from your library)
into a model. You can change the configuration on the model using Edit Æ Block
Choice. The library blocks in question can have different input and output ports;
however, they are merged in the configurable subsystem.
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Parameterize the stabilization algorithm with a mask
Tasks:
• Create a mask
• Create dialog parameters
• Add an icon
• Add documentation

Details:
A mask is a custom user interface for a subsystem that hides the subsystem's contents,
making it appear to the user as an atomic block with its own icon and parameter
dialog box. Masking a subsystem provides only graphical, not functional, grouping.
The Simulink Mask Editor enables you to create a mask for any subsystem. Masking
a subsystem allows you to:
•
•
•
•

Replace the parameter dialogs of a subsystem and its contents with a single
parameter dialog with its own block description, parameter prompts, and help
text
Replace a subsystem's standard icon with a custom icon that depicts its
purpose
Prevent unintended modification of subsystems by hiding their contents
behind a mask
Create a custom block by encapsulating a block diagram that defines the
block's behavior in a masked subsystem and then placing the masked
subsystem in a library

Create a Mask
To mask a subsystem, right-click the subsystem and select Mask Subsystem, or select
Edit Æ Mask Subsystem. This brings up the Mask Editor, which has four tabs:
•
•
•
•

Icon - For defining the icon
Parameters - For defining the parameter dialog box
Initialization - For initialization commands
Documentation - For defining the block documentation and help.
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Create a dialog parameter for each variable in the subsystem.
The Stabilization subsystem has two parameters: template_orig, and template_size.
The actual mask dialog for a subsystem is defined using the Parameters tab in the
Mask Editor. Here you can create the prompts that appear on the block dialog box,
and assign variable names to input values. These variables should coincide with
variables used inside the subsystem.
The Type could be Edit (most common), Checkbox (Boolean valued), or Pop-up
(pop-up strings to be given in the relevant window, each on a separate line). As in any
block, you can input an expression, which can be evaluated or treated as literal.
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Add an icon to the block
The Icon tab of the Mask Editor controls the appearance of the icon. The Drawing
commands edit box allows you to use MATLAB syntax plotting and image
commands to define your icon. Note that this space is not for general-purpose
commands. There are four pop-up menus in the icon editor:
•
•
•
•

Frame – Controls whether the box around the icon is visible or not.
Transparency – Determines whether the drawing is opaque or transparent (in
which case Inport and Outport names are visible).
Rotation – Controls whether or not to fix the icon orientation when the block
is rotated.
Drawing coordinates – Determines how the text or graph is positioned. The
available options are autoscaled, normalized (i.e., scaled to 0 and 1 in both
directions), and pixel.

You can display MATLAB graphics on an icon using the plot command, you can
display an image using the image command, or you can display text using the disp or
text command. Most image formats can be read into MATLAB using the imread
command; however, to be displayed on an icon, they must be in RGB format. All
drawing commands can use variables that are defined in the block dialog box of the
subsystem. Use the following command to add an image of the first frame to the
block icon.
>> image(read(mmreader('shaky_car.avi'),1))
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 Graphics plot(peaks)

• Text disp('y=mx+b')

 Images image(read(mmreader('shaky_car.avi'),1))
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Add documentation to the block
The Documentation tab of the Mask Editor has three fields:
•
•
•

Mask type is a label that appears at the top of the block dialog and as a label
for the documentation.
Mask description is a short block description that appears on the block dialog.
Mask help is the block help. This help includes all the information about the
block and can be written using HTML syntax. You can click the Help button
in the block dialog box to read the block help.
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